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 2 

Abstract 24 

Background 25 

Corynebacterium diphtheriae is highly transmissible and can cause large diphtheria outbreaks 26 

where vaccination coverage is insufficient. Sporadic cases or small clusters are observed in 27 

high-vaccination settings. The phylogeography and short timescale evolution of C. 28 

diphtheriae are not well understood, in part due to a lack of harmonized analytical approaches 29 

of genomic surveillance and strain tracking.  30 

Methods 31 

We combined 1,305 genes with highly reproducible allele calls into a core genome multilocus 32 

sequence typing (cgMLST) scheme. We analyzed cgMLST genes diversity among 602 33 

isolates from sporadic clinical cases, small clusters or large outbreaks. We defined 34 

sublineages based on the phylogenetic structure within C. diphtheriae and strains based on the 35 

highest number of cgMLST mismatches within documented outbreaks. We performed time-36 

scaled phylogenetic analyses of major sublineages. 37 

Results 38 

The cgMLST scheme showed high allele call rate in C. diphtheriae and the closely related 39 

species C. belfantii and C. rouxii. We demonstrate its utility to delineate epidemiological case 40 

clusters and outbreaks using a 25 mismatches threshold, and reveal a number of cryptic 41 

transmission chains, most of which are geographically restricted to one or a few adjacent 42 

countries. Subcultures of the vaccine strain PW8 differed by up to 20 cgMLST mismatches. 43 

Phylogenetic analyses revealed short timescale evolutionary gain or loss of the diphtheria 44 

toxin and biovar-associated genes. We devised a genomic taxonomy of strains and deeper 45 

sublineages (defined using a 500 cgMLST mismatches threshold), currently comprising 151 46 

sublineages, only a few of which are geographically widespread based on current sampling. 47 

The cgMLST genotyping tool and nomenclature was made publicly accessible at 48 

https://bigsdb.pasteur.fr/diphtheria.  49 

Conclusions 50 

Standardized genome-scale strain genotyping will help tracing transmission and geographic 51 

spread of C. diphtheriae. The unified genomic taxonomy of C. diphtheriae strains provides a 52 

common language for studies into the ecology, evolution and virulence heterogeneity among 53 

C. diphtheriae sublineages.    54 
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Introduction 55 

Corynebacterium diphtheriae causes diphtheria, a severe infection of the upper 56 

respiratory tract. The most typical symptoms include the formation of pseudomembranes in 57 

the throat, and toxin-induced complications such as myocarditis and neuropathy. The 58 

diphtheria toxin is produced by some strains that carry the tox gene, harbored by a 59 

lysogenized corynephage. Cutaneous infections by C. diphtheriae are common and skin 60 

carriage or infection may act as source of respiratory infections  [1]. Isolates without tox gene 61 

can cause invasive infections such as endocarditis and sepsis [2]. C. diphtheriae is considered 62 

to spread predominantly through droplets among humans, and is only rarely isolated from 63 

animals. Strains of the phylogenetically related species C. ulcerans and C. pseudotuberculosis 64 

can also produce the diphtheria toxin, but in these cases human infections always result from 65 

transmission from animals.  66 

Diphtheria is largely eliminated in countries with high coverage rates of vaccination 67 

with the diphtheria toxoid [3]. Nevertheless, the pathogen C. diphtheriae continues to 68 

circulate among humans and even in high-vaccination coverage countries, sporadic cases of 69 

toxigenic C. diphtheriae infections are reported regularly. In Europe, 139 cases were reported 70 

between 2014 and 2018, a majority of which followed introduction of C. diphtheriae from 71 

endemic regions [4]. In these settings, transmission is rare and only small clusters of patients 72 

or carriers are observed [5, 6]. Differently, in settings where public health action is disrupted 73 

and vaccination coverage has decreased, several large outbreaks of diphtheria in its typical 74 

clinical form have occurred in recent years [7–9]. 75 

Strain subtyping is used to study genotype-phenotype relationships and to define 76 

chains of transmission and the origin of outbreak strains. The subdivision of C. diphtheriae 77 

into four biovars is of poor resolution and has no epidemiological usefulness, and even its 78 

relevance for strain classification is questionable [10, 11]. The recently described species C. 79 

belfantii [12] and C. rouxii [13] include most strains that were previously assigned to 80 

C. diphtheriae biovar Belfanti. Although no toxigenic strains of these two novel species were 81 

described so far, they are typically misidentified as C. diphtheriae when using reference 82 

molecular tests, biochemical diagnostic methods and even MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry 83 

[12, 14][13]. 84 

The highly standardized molecular methods ribotyping [15] and 7-gene MLST [14] 85 

have been developed to subtype C. diphtheriae, but in the genomic era their resolution power 86 
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appears to be highly limited [11]. Whole genome sequencing (WGS) provides nearly ultimate 87 

resolutive power, and several recent studies have used this approach for C. diphtheriae 88 

population biology [10, 16–18] or molecular epidemiology and outbreak investigation [5, 19–89 

22][23]. However, currently a shared genotyping system and strain definition standard are 90 

lacking, which limits our ability to compare strains across studies.  91 

Among WGS analytical approaches, cgMLST [24] has several attractive 92 

characteristics, including high reproducibility and portability that allow strain matching across 93 

studies, geography and time. cgMLST has been used successfully to define transmission of 94 

C. diphtheriae among patients [5, 20, 21]. However so far, no cgMLST scheme is provided 95 

through a publicly available web application. 96 

The aim of this work was to address this gap by providing an accessible genotyping 97 

standard and harmonized definitions of strains and sublineages. We calibrated the 98 

discriminatory power of cgMLST by comparing this proposed standard to whole genome 99 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and illustrate how cgMLST can be used to identify 100 

strains from recent C. diphtheriae clusters and outbreaks. Last, we mapped 7-gene MLST 101 

sequence types (ST) identifiers to the novel cgMLST-based sublineage nomenclature, which 102 

provides backwards compatibility with this previous classification framework.    103 
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Material and Methods 104 

Isolates and outbreak sets included in the study 105 

A total of 440 isolates (Table S1) were included into the study dataset. First, we included and 106 

sequenced 8 isolates of the French National Reference Center (NRC) collection corresponding 107 

to four available pairs of C. diphtheriae infection cases defined as epidemiologically linked 108 

(Table 1). The first pair (Mayotte set 1) included two isolates from a single sample, isolated 109 

at one-month distance (FRC025 and FRC030). The second pair (Mayotte set 2) included 110 

isolates from one patient and one of his contacts; the two isolates were isolated 15 days apart. 111 

The third pair (Carcassonne set 1) included isolates from two members of the same 112 

household, sampled 14 days apart. The fourth pair (Bron set 1) included two isolates from a 113 

pair of siblings, sampled on the same day.  Second, we included and sequenced a random 114 

selection of 21 isolates from the French NRC collection, selected among isolates that were co-115 

circulating temporally or geographically with each outbreak (Table S1, ‘sporadic’ with 116 

FRCxxxx isolate names). Third, 162 isolates from previously published genomic 117 

epidemiology studies in South Africa [25], Germany-Switzerland [5], Germany [20], France 118 

[26] and Canada [21] were included. These genomic investigations of outbreaks (or clusters 119 

of cases) together comprised 11 sets of isolates defined as related based on epidemiologically 120 

and genomic evidence (Table 1), and also included isolates considered as non-related to the 121 

outbreak sets. Finally, all other publicly available genomic sequences from GenBank 122 

available on May 30
th

 2019 were included (Table S1). Of these, we removed isolates from the 123 

Canadian study (isolates CD46 to CD49 and CD51 to CD56) that were of low quality. We 124 

also removed 3 isolates with atypical assemblies: 2 from Germany (KL0932 and KL0954) 125 

because they were highly fragmented (446 and 496 contigs, respectively) and one from a 126 

Germany-Switzerland study (Cd_14) because of a low G+C content (42.9%). 127 

While this work was in progress, additional C. diphtheriae genomes were published from 128 

Austria [27], the USA [23], Yemen [9], France [11], Spain [28] and India [29]. We included 129 

these 162 genomes in a joint phylogenetic analysis with the 440 above genomes (Figure 130 

Suppl. 1). 131 

 132 

 133 

 134 
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DNA preparation and sequencing 135 

Isolates were retrieved from -80°C storage and plated on tryptose-casein soy agar for 24-48 136 

hours. A small amount of bacterial colony biomass was re-suspended in a lysis solution (Tris-137 

HCl pH8, 20mM, EDTA mM, Triton X-100 1.2% and lysozyme 20mg/ml) and incubated at 138 

37°C for 1 h and DNA was extracted with the DNeasy blood&Tissue kit (Qiagen, 139 

Courtaboeuf, France) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Genomic sequencing was 140 

performed using a NextSeq500 instrument (Illumina, San Diego, USA) with a 2 x 150 nt 141 

paired-end protocol following Nextera XT library preparation [11]. 142 

 143 

Genomic sequence assembly 144 

For de novo assembly, paired-end reads were clipped and trimmed using AlienTrimmer v0.4.0 145 

[30], corrected using Musket v1.1 [31] and merged (if needed) using FLASH v1.2.11 [32]. 146 

For each sample, remaining processed reads were assembled and scaffolded using SPAdes 147 

v3.12.0 [33]. 148 

 149 

Definition of the cgMLST scheme 150 

We first selected 171 genomes representing a diversity of C. diphtheriae sublineages, 151 

including 104 genomes present in Table S1 and 67 genomes from the French NRC [11]. 152 

These included 14 C. belfantii isolates, but no C. rouxii isolates were included at this step, as 153 

this species was not identified at that time. From this set of genomes, we inferred the species 154 

core genome using the CoreGeneBuilder pipeline 155 

(https://zenodo.org/record/165206#.WVpT7I55EQU) as in [34], using the NCTC13129 strain 156 

genome (GenBank accession no. NC_002935) as reference [35]. CoreGeneBuilder 157 

automatically removed genomes for which the size was too divergent compared with the 158 

whole set. We applied the following quality filters: a maximum of 500 contigs and a 159 

minimum N50 of 10,000 bp. With those criteria, no genome was filtered out. The pipeline’s 160 

next step relies on eCAMBer [36], which consists of a de novo annotation of the genomes 161 

(except the reference) using Prodigal [37] and in the harmonization of the positions of the stop 162 

and start codons. In the last step, the core genome is inferred using a bidirectional best hits 163 

approach, following Touchon et al. [38]. We used CoreGeneBuilder default settings and 164 
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considered a gene as part of the core genome if it was found in at least 95% of the 171 165 

selected genomes. This resulted in an initial core genome containing 1,555 loci. 166 

To obtain a set of loci that would be highly robust to genotyping artifacts, we filtered out 167 

some genes based on several criteria. First, we removed potential paralogs, as the presence of 168 

paralogs inside a typing scheme can lead to genotyping errors when a gene sequence is 169 

attributed to the wrong locus. To detect those potential paralogs, we compared each allele of 170 

each locus against all the alleles of all the other loci using the software BLAT [39]. If a single 171 

hit was found between 2 different loci (more than 70% amino acid sequence identity between 172 

two alleles), we removed both. A total of 8 loci were discarded by this process. We also 173 

removed genes that belong to the classical 7-gene MLST scheme [14] and the ribosomal 174 

protein genes that are used in the ribosomal MLST approach [40], so that they could be 175 

analyzed independently. Next, we removed loci whose length varies too much among alleles, 176 

which is useful to reduce ambiguities during the genotyping process. We aligned the amino 177 

acid sequences and removed loci for which the alignment contained more than 5% of gaps 178 

(total number of gaps compared with the total number of character states). This filter removed 179 

107 loci. In addition, we removed 3 loci because at least 1 allele showed 1 or more ambiguous 180 

character state(s). Altogether, these filters resulted in a list of 1388 remaining loci.  181 

To filter out loci with non-reproducible allele calls at low assembly coverage depth, randomly 182 

selected read pairs representing coverage depths of 10X to 50X were drawn (five times for 183 

each isolate/coverage combination) from the raw sequencing data of 4 isolates (C. diphtheriae 184 

18-093a, FRC0024; and C. belfantii FRC0019 and FRC0318); we included two C. belfantii 185 

isolates because their genome is more fragmented due to a high copy number of insertion 186 

sequences [41]. After assembly and allele calling using BIGSdb, we eliminated 33 loci that 187 

showed non-reproducible allele calls from all assemblies obtained with coverage depths equal 188 

or above 20X in any of the four isolates. 189 

Finally, we also removed 52 loci that were uncalled in >10% of scanned genomes. These 190 

filtering steps led to a final set of 1,305 gene loci, which together constitute the ‘Pasteur 191 

C. diphtheriae cgMLST scheme’, or hereafter ‘cgMLST scheme’ in short. Note that a given 192 

gene locus could have been filtered out by several filters applied independently, so that the 193 

sum of numbers of loci removed by individual filters is smaller than the final number of loci 194 

that were filtered out.  195 

 196 
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 8 

 197 

 198 

Evaluation of cgMLST allele calling rate 199 

Because loci with high numbers of missing alleles were filtered out during cgMLST scheme 200 

construction, the allele call rate of the resulting scheme was assessed using an independent set 201 

of genomes, which had not been used for the above-described definition of the scheme. This 202 

entirely distinct dataset of C. diphtheriae isolates was made of 162 genomes published after 203 

cgMLST scheme definition and described in the first Methods paragraph. Missing alleles 204 

were defined as being not called using 90% identity and 90% of length coverage.  205 

 206 

Constitution of a BIGSdb database for C. diphtheriae 207 

The cgMLST scheme was incorporated into a BIGSdb seqdef database [42]. Classification 208 

schemes were created at the level of 25 and 500 mismatches. The isolates provenance data 209 

and genome sequences were imported into a linked isolates database 210 

(https://bigsdb.pasteur.fr/diphtheria). A publicly available BIGSdb project (i.e., a browsable 211 

list of isolates) entitled ‘cgMLST set-up study’ corresponds to the dataset of 440 genomes and 212 

was created to facilitate retrieval of the data used in this work.  213 

 214 

Inheritance of classification identifiers from 7-gene MLST 215 

MLST alleles and profiles of the 440 genomes were defined in the PubMLST C. diphtheriae 216 

database. We then mapped the sequence type (ST) identifiers onto the obtained 500-mismatch 217 

cgMLST single linkage classification groups, and attributed the dominant ST identifier to the 218 

group, using an inheritance algorithm (https://gitlab.pasteur.fr/BEBP/inheritance-algorithm). 219 

 220 

Comparison with other schemes 221 

An ad-hoc cgMLST scheme for C. diphtheriae was defined and used previously [19, 20, 43]. 222 

In order to compare our scheme with this previous one, we took the first allele of all loci of 223 

both schemes and performed an all-against-all BLASTN analysis. Hits were defined as 224 
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sequence pairs with a proportion of identical nucleotides greater than 90% and with an 225 

alignment length longer than half of both the query and the subject sequences. 226 

 227 

Cryptic cluster detection 228 

Cryptic clusters were defined as single-linkage groups of genomes (i) defined using a 229 

threshold of 25 cgMLST allelic mismatches, but (ii) which were not initially defined as 230 

clusters based on available epidemiological data. 231 

 232 

Phylogenetic and population structure analyses 233 

Phylogenetic analyses were performed by first inferring a tree using JolyTree, an alignment-234 

free distance-based procedure [44]. The resulting tree was used as input for ClonalFrameML 235 

[45], which also requires an alignment. The alignment was obtained by translating allelic 236 

sequences of cgMLST loci of each genome into proteins. We aligned the proteins of each loci 237 

using MAFFT v7.467 [46] with default parameters, and then back-translated the protein 238 

alignments to codon alignments using Goalign (https://github.com/evolbioinfo/goalign); the 239 

individual gene alignments were then concatenated into a supermatrix, also using Goalign (the 240 

nucleotide positions of missing alleles were replaced by gaps in the concatenate of alignments 241 

of individual loci). We used this alignment and above defined input tree to run 242 

ClonalFrameML with default parameters. We used the software PHIPack v1.0 [47] to 243 

calculate the PHI (Pairwise Homoplasy Index) statistic and perform a locus-by-locus test of 244 

recombination with a p-value threshold of 0.05. Nucleotide diversity was calculated both for 245 

the entire dataset of each species, and among sublineages, using an in-house script relying on 246 

the p-distance calculation provided by Goalign. The overall average Silhouette width, which 247 

estimates the overall clustering quality based on maximizing inter-group distances and 248 

minimizing intra-group distances, was used to define the clustering consistency [48]. 249 

Dating ST5 and ST8 phylogenetic tree nodes was performed using the LSD (Least-Squares 250 

Dating) algorithm [49] as implemented in IQ-TREE v2.0.6 [50]. The sampling dates were 251 

used to calibrate the trees. The subtrees were extracted from the entire tree (Figure 1). For 252 

both analyses, the closest outgroup was also extracted and included in the analysis. This 253 

allowed for the dating of the root of the ST8 phylogeny, whereas for ST5 this analysis did not 254 

allow dating the root. 255 
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The clade compatibility index of STs or other groups was calculated using the ETE Python 256 

library (http://etetoolkit.org/docs/latest/tutorial/tutorial_trees.html#checking-the-monophyly-257 

of-attributes-within-a-tree), in order to define whether their constitutive genomes formed a 258 

monophyletic, paraphyletic or polyphyletic group within the recombination-purged sequence-259 

based phylogeny of the core genome. We estimated clade compatibility as the proportion of 260 

non-singleton STs, sublineages or clonal groups that were monophyletic. 261 

 262 

Whole-genome SNP calling based on a read mapping approach 263 

We used Snippy v4.4.0 [51] with default parameters to perform SNP calling within the 264 

German and Canadian outbreak datasets, using as references, strains NCTC13129 and CD50 265 

(from the BioProject PRJNA563223), respectively. 266 

 267 

Saturation analysis of the number of sublineages and genetic clusters 268 

Following the definitions of genetic clusters and sublineages (25 allelic mismatches for the 269 

genetic clusters, 500 for the sub-lineages), we simulated 1,000 samples of 1 to 440 profiles 270 

(the 440 profiles of our initial dataset), with a step of 1. For each threshold and each number 271 

of profiles, we then calculated the mean number of clusters, and used the minimum and 272 

maximum values to define the range. To extrapolate the previously-obtained curves, we 273 

defined the species accumulation curves using the R package vegan. We chose the Lomolino 274 

function [52] for its excellent fit with our data.  275 
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Results 276 

Definition and evaluation of a cgMLST scheme for genotyping isolates of C. diphtheriae, 277 

C. belfantii and C. rouxii  278 

We defined a set of 1,305 protein-coding gene loci deemed appropriate for C. diphtheriae, 279 

C. belfantii and C. rouxii genotyping (see Methods). These loci were combined into a 280 

cgMLST scheme and altogether have a total length of 1,265,478 nucleotides (calculated for 281 

allele 1 of each gene), representing 51% of the genome size of the ST8 reference strain 282 

NCTC13129. Individual locus lengths varied from 93 to 4008 nt. The list of loci and their 283 

characteristics are presented in Table S2. 284 

The allele call rate of the cgMLST scheme loci was determined using posteriorly published 285 

genomes from Austria [27], the USA [23], Yemen [9], France [11], Spain [28] and India [29] 286 

and was found to be 98.6%  1.5%. We also calculated the call rate using 337 additional, 287 

prospectively collected genome sequences from the French NRC for diphtheria (unpublished). 288 

The mean number of called alleles was 1,288 (98.7%) and 1,287 (98.6%) for C. diphtheriae 289 

and C. belfantii, respectively. We noted that a few C. belfantii genomes had a lower call rate 290 

(Figure S2). For C. rouxii, allele call rate was lower (1,190; 91.2%), as expected since this 291 

novel species was not included during scheme development and is genetically more distant 292 

[53]. The allele call rate was not significantly different between tox-positive and tox-negative 293 

C. diphtheriae (98.8 versus 98.6%, respectively; Figure S3). The relationships between allele 294 

call rate and genome assembly fragmentation showed that high call rates (>95%) were 295 

generally obtained, even for C. diphtheriae genome assemblies that were fragmented into 296 

>400 contigs (Figure S2). Overall, these results demonstrate high typeability across the 297 

phylogenetic breadth of C. diphtheriae and its two closely related species C. belfantii and C. 298 

rouxii.  299 

Based on the study dataset of 440 genomes, allele numbers ranged from 7 to 285 per locus, 300 

illustrating the high amounts of genetic diversity of the core genes within C. diphtheriae. As 301 

expected, the number of alleles per locus increased with locus size (Figure S4). Locus-by-302 

locus recombination analyses detected evidence of intra-gene recombination within a majority 303 

of loci (843; 64.6%), whereas only 431 (33%) loci were deemed non recombinogenic. There 304 

were 31 (2.4%) loci with too few polymorphic sites to be tested (Table S2). The number of 305 

alleles per locus was higher for recombinogenic loci (Figure S5), which reflects the 306 

contribution of homologous recombination to the generation of allelic diversity.    307 
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We compared the cgMLST scheme defined herein (named the Pasteur scheme) to a 308 

previously published ad-hoc (not publicly available for comparison) cgMLST scheme [20], 309 

and found 1132 loci in common, representing 87% of the Pasteur cgMLST loci (Figure S6). 310 

Of these, 115 varied slightly in length due to alternative start codon definitions. Whereas 173 311 

loci were unique to the Pasteur scheme, 421 were unique to the previous scheme. Three loci 312 

were not counted as common to the two schemes even though their sequences matched, 313 

because they are encoded on opposite strands. 314 

 315 

Population structure of C. diphtheriae  316 

A phylogenetic analysis was conducted based on a recombination-purged concatenate of the 317 

individual alignments of the 1,305 loci (Figure 1). The three deepest branches corresponded 318 

to the three species C. rouxii, C. belfantii and C. diphtheriae. Whereas C. diphtheriae 319 

included most isolates (86.5%, 148/171), C. rouxii and C. belfantii comprised 6 and 17 320 

isolates, respectively. MLST data (Figure S7) revealed 134, 10 and 3 STs within C. 321 

diphtheriae, C. belfantii and C. rouxii, respectively. The nucleotide diversity, estimated as the 322 

average SNP distance among isolates, was 0.012 for C. diphtheriae, 0.0025 for C. belfantii 323 

and 0.0039 for C. rouxii. The average genetic distance between sublineages (i.e., considering 324 

only one representative genome of each sublineage, as defined below) was 0.024 325 

polymorphism per nucleotide position.   326 

The phylogenetic structure within C. diphtheriae revealed a star-like phylogeny with multiple 327 

deeply-branching sublineages as previously reported [11, 18]. The phylogenetic distribution 328 

of 7-gene MLST data showed that sublineages typically corresponded to a single ST (Figure 329 

1). Some sublineages comprised closely-related isolates, likely to be the result of sampling 330 

from case clusters, outbreaks or recent clonal expansions (Table S1).  331 

Diphtheria toxin gene tox-positive isolates were observed in 19 sublineages distributed on the 332 

Southern hemisphere of the tree presented in Figure 1, including the sublineage that includes 333 

the vaccine strain PW8, and in 5 sublineages in the Northern hemisphere of the tree, including 334 

the one that comprised strain NCTC13129 [11]. These two hemispheres of the tree are 335 

identifiable by the distribution of the spuA gene, involved in starch utilization [54]: the upper 336 

lineage was spuA-positive with the exception of six spuA-negative sublineages, whereas in 337 

sharp contrast, the lower lineage was almost entirely spuA negative, with ST5 being the single 338 

exceptional spuA-positive sublineage. The two major lineages of C. diphtheriae were 339 
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therefore labeled as lineage Gravis and Mitis, respectively [11]. The addition of 162 recently 340 

published genomes (Figure S1) fully confirmed the above observations. In addition to ST5, 341 

sublineage ST466 belonged to the lineage Mitis and included spuA-positive isolates. These 342 

spuA-positive isolates were closely related to two spuA negative isolates, and all ST466 343 

genomes were from India, suggesting a recent acquisition in this country of the spuA gene, 344 

along with probable conversion of the biovar from Mitis to Gravis.  345 

 346 

Definition of C. diphtheriae sublineages and their geographic distribution 347 

To guide the definition of C. diphtheriae sublineages, we performed an analysis of the 348 

mathematical properties of the clustering of cgMLST profiles at all possible thresholds 349 

(Silhouette analysis; Figure S8). We observed optimal clustering indices on a large interval 350 

(~between 300 and 600 mismatches) with a maximum value at 554. As the Silhouette index 351 

was almost maximum at 500 cgMLST mismatches, for simplicity we chose this value to 352 

define C. diphtheriae sublineages (SL). Our dataset of 440 genomes comprised 114 353 

sublineages, and a saturation curve analysis (Figure 2) indicates that future addition of C. 354 

diphtheriae genomes is expected to reveal the existence of a multitude of additional 355 

sublineages that remain to be sampled. The additional dataset of 162 genomes uncovered 22 356 

additional sublineages (Figure S1). The average core genome nucleotide divergence among 357 

sublineages was 2.4%. 358 

To create continuity in the numerical identifiers of sublineages with respect to MLST, we 359 

mapped the ST nomenclature on sublineages and incorporated the resulting sublineage tags 360 

into the BIGSdb C. diphtheriae genotype nomenclature database (Table S3). Note that there 361 

was a strong concordance between MLST and cgMLST sublineages (Figure S9) and that this 362 

correspondence was established up to ST750 (November 17
th

 2020). 363 

All non-singleton cgMLST sublineages (66/66, 100%) were compatible with the phylogeny, 364 

whereas this was the case for only 53 of 66 (80.3%) of 7-gene STs: 12 STs were polyphyletic 365 

and one was paraphyletic.  366 

The global distribution of C. diphtheriae sublineages, apparent from the current sample of 602 367 

genomes, revealed a strong phylogeographic pattern with most sublineages being typically 368 

restricted to one or a few adjacent countries (Figure 3). For example, SL8 was restricted to 369 

Europe, SL405 to India and SL40 to Indonesia. A notable exception was SL32, which was 370 
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observed in Australia, Italy and the UK. SL5 was isolated in Europe except one isolate from 371 

Australia.   372 

 373 

Frequently sampled sublineages of C. diphtheriae  374 

The most frequent sublineages in our dataset included 7-gene MLST genotypes ST5, ST8, 375 

ST76 and ST378; they were labeled as SL5, SL8, SL76 and SL378, respectively, by our 376 

inheritance script. These sublineages were previously reported from diphtheria outbreaks. 377 

SL378 comprised 19 tox-positive isolates (except one tox-negative) recovered during a 2015-378 

1016 outbreak in the KwaZulu province of South Africa [25]. Sublineage SL76 comprised 379 

isolates that were all tox-negative and belonged to ST76 or ST746 (a single-locus variant of 380 

ST76). Forty-five isolates were drawn from the Vancouver 2015-2018 outbreak of tox-381 

negative C. diphtheriae [21], and five ST76 isolates were recovered from Belarus between 382 

2004 and 2014 (Table S1). 383 

Sublineage SL5 comprised 39 tox-negative genomes belonging to ST5 (all except 6), ST728, 384 

ST741 and 4 genomes for which the ST cannot be defined because they lack a leuA allele call 385 

(Figure 4A). ST5 contributed to infections in Belarus from the mid-1990s until at least 2013 386 

[16] and was also recovered from Italy, Australia (Table S1) and Russia [55][56]. As noted 387 

above, whereas a majority of ST5 genomes were spuA negative, a distinct subbranch within 388 

SL5 possessed the biovar Gravis marker spuA. The phylogenetic analysis of SL5 genomes 389 

suggests initial acquisition of spuA in the ancestral branch of SL5 (after ~ year 1834), 390 

followed by its loss in a ST5 subbranch before 1955 (Figure 1; Figure 4A). 391 

SL8 was isolated from cases of the large ex-Soviet Union outbreak [35] and the genomes of 392 

this sublineage were isolated over a period of 20 years from Belarus, Germany, Russia and the 393 

UK (Table S1) [35][29][16][20][57]. Strikingly, SL8 isolates were grouped into two 394 

subbranches, which were either tox-positive (subbranch A) or tox-negative (subbranch B; 395 

Figure 1; Figure 4B). Phylogenetic sister groups of the ST8 sublineage were ST123, ST451 396 

and ST441, which comprised only tox-negative isolates. These data suggest a scenario of 397 

acquisition of the tox gene in the branch leading to the SL8 ancestor (before ~1967), and its 398 

subsequent loss in subbranch B (before ~1988). 399 

 400 
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cgMLST variation within clusters or outbreak sets versus sporadic isolates and 401 

comparison with whole-genome single nucleotide polymorphisms.  402 

We aimed to assess the cgMLST variation within sets of isolates defined as epidemiologically 403 

related, i.e., described as case clusters or outbreaks (hereafter, clusters) based on their 404 

provenance information.  Fifteen such sets were collated, including four clusters identified by 405 

the French national surveillance system and sequenced for the purposes of this study (Table 406 

1). The 15 clusters of infections were caused by diverse strains, which were largely scattered 407 

across the phylogeny of C. diphtheriae (Figure 1). The distribution of allelic mismatches was 408 

clearly distinct for clusters versus non-related sets of isolates (Figure 5), and whereas the 409 

number of allelic mismatches observed within clusters ranged from none to 24, allelic 410 

variation among non-related isolates typically had more than 1000 mismatches.  411 

To compare the discriminatory power of cgMLST with the expectedly higher resolution 412 

provided by whole genome SNPs, two outbreaks for which read sets were available were 413 

investigated. The pairwise number of SNPs versus cgMLST allelic mismatches showed a 414 

strong correlation and indicated that 30 SNPs are observed between pairs of genomes that 415 

differ by ~15 to 17 cgMLST mismatches (Figure 6). Minimum spanning tree analysis of the 416 

genomes showed a high concordance between both methods in inferring genetic relationships 417 

of closely-related genomes (Figures S10 and S11). 418 

 419 

cgMLST cluster classification uncovers cryptic transmission and cryptic duplicated 420 

cultures 421 

We classified the 440 C. diphtheriae genomes into single linkage groups using a threshold of 422 

25 cgMLST mismatches, corresponding to the maximum value observed so far for well 423 

described clusters. We define these groups as genetic clusters. This analysis enabled to detect 424 

43 cryptic clusters, i.e., isolates belonging to genetic clusters but for which we have no 425 

evidence of epidemiological links. The cryptic clusters were genetically more heterogeneous 426 

than the epidemiological clusters (Figure 5). One cryptic cluster corresponded in fact to three 427 

distinct genome assemblies of the reference strain Park-Williams 8 (generally named PW8), 428 

which were deposited separately in public sequence databases (Table S1). These genomes 429 

differed by up to 20 loci among them, suggesting that multiple genetic differences exist 430 

among subcultures of this historical strain, isolated in 1896 and used for vaccine production. 431 

Likewise, there were four separately submitted genome sequences of strain C7beta (Table 432 
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S1), but these showed only <3 cgMLST distinct alleles. Cryptic cluster 8 included NCTC3529 433 

and NCTC5011 (which are synonyms) and strain c21 from India, which differed from the two 434 

others by 22 loci. 435 

Of the remaining 40 cryptic clusters, 33 were single-country clusters and may correspond to 436 

local chains of transmission that were previously undetected, or just unreported to our 437 

knowledge. Only five cryptic clusters included isolates from at least two countries. Cluster 1 438 

(as numbered in Table S1) corresponded to isolates from Belarus and the UK isolated 439 

between 1996 and 2004, and belong to the SL8 sublineage involved in the large ex-Soviet 440 

Union countries outbreak. Cryptic cluster 26 included two isolates from year 2008, one from 441 

Belarus and one from France, and the French patient had a history of travel to Russia; this 442 

cluster also belonged to SL8. Cryptic cluster 5 involved two isolates, one from Berlin in 2017 443 

and one from Rio de Janeiro in 1999. Cryptic cluster 15 involved isolates from 2015 and 2016 444 

in Australia and Germany. Cryptic 38 included isolates from France, Germany and Australia, 445 

2013-2015. Cryptic cluster 3 involved two strains from Brazil, which were isolated in 1981 446 

and 1993. Finally, we also revisited the clades defined in a recent study of the isolates from 447 

the large diphtheria outbreak in Yemen and found 13 groups, one of which (genetic cluster 448 

217) corresponded to the predominant Yemen sublineage A.1.1, which was estimated to have 449 

originated in March 2015 [9].  450 
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Discussion 451 

C. diphtheriae was previously described as a genetically heterogeneous species [58][11, 18]. 452 

Here we compared all available genomic sequences and defined C. diphtheriae sublineages, 453 

showing that they are numerous and still largely under-sampled.  Sublineages are separated by 454 

large genetic distances (2.4% on average), which indicates that C. diphtheriae is an old 455 

species that may have existed since several million years [59]. The relatively rapid 456 

evolutionary rate, which was previously estimated at ~1.10
-6

 substitutions per site year
-1

 457 

within several C. diphtheriae sublineages [16, 60], and the frequent homologous 458 

recombination, which drives evolutionary divergence approximately 5 times faster than 459 

mutation [11], both contribute to the diversification of extant C. diphtheriae strains. This high 460 

level of genetic variation and fast diversification underline the need for a standard definition 461 

of C. diphtheriae strains and sublineages based on a precise genome-based genotyping 462 

approach. So far, this lack has limited our understanding of the patterns of geographical 463 

spread and of the phenotypic and clinical differences among C. diphtheriae sublineages.  464 

Here, we developed a cgMLST genotyping approach, designed to be widely applicable across 465 

C. diphtheriae and its closely related species C. rouxii and C. belfantii. cgMLST is recognized 466 

as a highly reproducible and discriminatory approach applicable to molecular epidemiology 467 

and population biology questions [24, 61, 62]. We proposed a definition of sublineages that 468 

considers the population structure, and ensured backward compatibility with MLST identifiers 469 

through their inheritance onto cgMLST-based sublineages. In the future, novel sublineage 470 

identifiers will not be matched to MLST for practical reasons, and we propose that the 471 

cgMLST nomenclature should be prioritized over MLST. We integrated into the 472 

nomenclature, all publicly available genomes as of April 2021. The resulting genomic library 473 

is open to future community submissions and curator contributions. 474 

Although most sublineages appear geographically restricted, sampling is currently very 475 

limited and the current picture is strongly biased by a focus on local transmission and 476 

outbreaks. It is striking that, excluding outbreaks, no C. diphtheriae sublineage is numerically 477 

predominant, suggesting a lack of globally successful clonal expansions. This contrasts with 478 

the situation observed in multiple bacterial pathogens where specific sublineages have come 479 

to predominate [61, 62]. The population dynamics of C. diphtheriae and its ecological drivers 480 

remains largely to be understood, but the evidence so far points to a large reservoir of 481 

diversity, strong phylogeographic structure and a lack of rapid emergence and spread of 482 
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predominant sublineages. Asymptomatic carriage of C. diphtheriae in human populations 483 

may play an important role in maintaining the large genetic pool of C. diphtheriae. 484 

We used a threshold of 25 allelic mismatches to define genetic clusters. This threshold 485 

captured all documented single-strain outbreak or case clusters. However, looser transmission 486 

chains of epidemiological relevance may exist and the threshold should be considered as 487 

indicative. Cryptic cluster analysis illustrates the potential value of cgMLST for uncovering 488 

previously hidden links between C. diphtheriae infection cases. Using our definition, we 489 

noted that high diversity of genetic clusters exists within single outbreaks of classical 490 

diphtheria, such as in the ex-Soviet Union or in Yemen. These observations underline the 491 

diversity of transmission chains that can occur simultaneously during such events, consistent 492 

with local reservoirs of diversity and silent circulation of C. diphtheriae until disease 493 

protection vanishes following a decrease in vaccination coverage. Strain heterogeneity during 494 

outbreaks may imply variations in toxin production or antimicrobial sensitivity, which could 495 

be highly relevant in terms of patient care and infection control priorities. The variation 496 

observed among subcultures of strain PW8 interrogates as to the possible impact on vaccine 497 

effectiveness, of the use of distinct variants of this strain in vaccine formulations [63].  498 

The 1,305 cgMLST loci cover only approximately half of the entire genome length of a 499 

typical C. diphtheriae. Hence, the cgMLST has an inherent limitation in capturing genetic 500 

variation. Because our main goal was classification and nomenclature, we filtered out 501 

multiple genes to prioritize genotyping robustness and call rate over strain typing resolution 502 

power. Still, our comparison of cgMLST and whole genome SNP variation within described 503 

outbreaks shows high concordance between these methods, while illustrating that SNP calling 504 

will provide some additional resolution when needed. However, this more resolutive approach 505 

does not allow straightforward comparison of the genotypes sampled across different studies, 506 

and the two approaches should therefore be viewed as complementary.  507 

Our phylogenetic analyses show that C. diphtheriae genomes can acquire and lose, at small 508 

evolutionary timescales, gene regions that underlie toxigenicity and biovar. The phyletic 509 

pattern of the spuA gene presence suggests that both losses and gains may be selectively 510 

advantageous given the circumstances. Likewise, the tox gene has been acquired or lost a 511 

large number of times in the population history of C. diphtheriae, and some of these events 512 

were traced here to a few years or decades back. Together with antimicrobial resistance and 513 

other genes acquisition and loss [58][11, 64], these evolutionary patterns paint a picture of C. 514 

diphtheriae as a highly dynamic species in which sublineages may evolve at epidemiological 515 
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timescales with respect to their medically important characteristics. This underlines the need 516 

to better understand the drivers of these changes and to monitor the emergence and spread of 517 

genotypes of concern, e.g. which would combine multidrug resistant and toxigenic properties. 518 

Here, we did not look in details at the accessory genome, and future genotype-phenotype 519 

relationships studies should be carried out to decipher the impact of C. diphtheriae diversity 520 

on the heterogeneity of clinical phenotypes. 521 

Important evolutionary and epidemiological questions about C. diphtheriae remain 522 

unanswered, including the likelihood for tox-negative strains to turn positive during infection 523 

or short-term transmission. Asymptomatic carriage is also poorly understood, and whether 524 

C. diphtheriae has evolved to partially escape vaccine-induced immunity in the context of 525 

long-standing vaccination [63] is currently unknown. This work provides a framework to 526 

harmonize knowledge on the infra-specific diversity of C. diphtheriae. The use of a unified 527 

approach to define C. diphtheriae strains should facilitate advances of our knowledge of the 528 

evolutionary and transmission dynamics of C. diphtheriae and the identification of strains 529 

with particular clinical properties or emerging behavior.  530 
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Figure legends 570 

Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree of C. diphtheriae sublineages 571 

Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree for 440 C. diphtheriae, C. belfantii and C. rouxii 572 

isolates based on the concatenated multiple sequence alignments of 1,305 core genome 573 

multilocus sequence typing loci. The top panel represents the unrooted topology of the three 574 

species. The bottom panel is the C. diphtheriae subtree. Branches with support values greater 575 

than 70% are thicker. The root of this subtree corresponds to the placement of the branch 576 

leading to C. rouxii and C. belfantii in the top panel tree. 577 

The C. diphtheriae subtree contains the following annotations: The stars represent the 578 

presence (red star) or absence (white star) of the diphtheria toxin tox gene. The small circles 579 

represent the presence (green circle) / absence (white circle) of the spuA gene. The green 580 

strips represent the alternation of 7-gene MLST STs of the isolates: when the ST changes 581 

while walking along the circle, the shade of green also changes. Identifiers of the main STs 582 

are indicated. When an ST could not be attributed (because at least one of the 7 genes was 583 

missing), the color is white. A strip with a visible border represents isolates with an ST that is 584 

different from the rest of the clade, and the ST number is provided below. For example, 585 

ST185 is found within the ST8 clade. The red strips follow the same alternation logic for the 586 

cgMLST sublineages identifiers. Note the strong concordance between ST and cgMLST sub-587 

lineages. 588 

The position of noteworthy reference isolates is given by black arrows. Finally, the epidemic 589 

clusters’ positions are indicated by colored boxes on the corresponding branches (see bottom 590 

left key). 591 

 592 

Figure 2. Saturation analysis of the number of sublineages and genetic clusters. 593 

The curves in the inset correspond to the mean number of clusters found of each clustering 594 

threshold, and the area around the curves represents the range (min to max). The main panel 595 

represents the extrapolation (see Methods). 596 

 597 

 598 

 599 
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Figure 3. Geographic distribution of the most frequent genome-sequenced C. diphtheriae 600 

sublineages. 601 

The geographic origins of C. diphtheriae sublineages is represented by circles, the size of 602 

which represents the number of genomes per country (see key), considering the study dataset 603 

of 440 genomes as well as the 162 additional recently published genomes. The eight main 604 

sublineages are represented by colors of the pie charts sectors (see key); the other sublineages 605 

are grouped in the ‘others’ category and represented in grey. 606 

 607 

Figure 4. Time-scaled phylogenetic trees of SL5 and SL8 sublineages.  608 

Panel A: Sublineage 5; Panel B: sublineage 8. The phylogenies were obtained based on the 609 

LSD method using IQ-TREE v2.0.6 (see Methods); multifurcations were created when 610 

estimated node dates were conflicting with topology. The genomes are labeled with their 611 

BIGSdb identifier followed after a space by their original strain name. Estimated dates of 612 

major nodes are given below the left end of the branch above the node. Thick branches have a 613 

bootstrap support value greater than 70%. In panel A, circles represent the presence (green 614 

filled) or absence (empty) of the spuA gene. All strains were tox-negative (see main Figure 1). 615 

In panel B, the red stars the presence (red filled) or absence (empty) of the tox gene. All 616 

strains were spuA positive (see main Figure 1). In both panels, the central color strip indicates 617 

the isolates’ city of isolation, while the rightmost color strip shows the ST of isolates: 618 

majority STs in dark blue (ST5 for SL5 and ST8 for SL8) or alternative STs in light blue; the 619 

latter are labelled on the right; NA: not applicable (lack of leuA allele call in four SL5 620 

genomes). 621 

  622 

Figure 5. Density distribution of the pairwise cgMLST allelic distances among sporadic, 623 

cryptic clusters or outbreak isolates. 624 

A: Distribution density of the pairwise distances among all pairs of isolates included in 625 

outbreak clusters (green), cryptic clusters (orange) and sporadic cases (blue). B: Distribution 626 

of the pairwise distances among isolates within each outbreak cluster. C: distribution of the 627 

pairwise distances among isolates within cryptic clusters; the strains belonging to each 628 

outbreak or cryptic cluster are given in Table S1. In B and C, each black dot represents a 629 

pairwise distance. Red dots represent the mean of each cluster. 630 
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 631 

Figure 6. Relationships between the pairwise distances derived from whole-genome 632 

SNPs and cgMLST profiles, for two outbreak clusters. 633 

Each dot represents one pair of genomes. The line corresponds to the linear regression 634 

between the cgMLST (Y-axis) and SNP (X-axis) distances. The  value is the concordance 635 

correlation coefficient (ranging from -1 to 1). Left: Vancouver outbreak; Right: Germany 636 

clusters.  637 
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Table 1. Outbreak 

datasets 

        

Dataset No. of 
strains 

7-gene 
MLST 

Sublineage Genetic 
cluster 

Country Year Outbreak information Reference 

South Africa set 1 19 378 378 472 South 
Africa 

2015-
2016 

tox-positive du Plessis et 

al., 2017 

South Africa ST395 5 395 395 68;491;492;
542 

South 
Africa 

1980;20
15 

tox-negative du Plessis et al. 
2017 

Germany-Switzerland 
set 1 

3 473 473 13 Germany 2015 Refugees from Eritrea, 
Ethiopia, 
Somalia and Syria; tox-
positive 

Meinel et al., 
2016 

Germany-Switzerland 
set 2 

3 183;486 486 204 Germany 2015 Refugees from Eritrea, 
Ethiopia, 
Somalia and Syria; tox-
positive 

Meinel et al., 
2016 

Germany-Switzerland 
set 3 

4 398 398 207 Germany 2015 Refugees from Eritrea, 
Ethiopia, 
Somalia and Syria 

Meinel et al., 
2016 

Germany cluster 1 14 8 8 414 Germany 2016-
2017 

Hamburg, Essen, Kiel Dangel et al., 

2018 

Germany cluster 2 19 8 8 292 Germany 2015-
2017 

Berlin mostly Dangel et al., 

2018 

Germany cluster 3 6 8 8 411 Germany 2015-
2016 

Berlin, Essen, Trier Dangel et al., 

2018 
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Germany cluster 4 2 8 8 415 Germany 2016-
2017 

Hannover Dangel et al., 

2018 

Germany ST130 10 130 130 402 Germany 2012-
2017 

None Dangel et al., 

2018 

Vancouver cluster 1 43 76;746 76 456 Canada 2017-
2018 

Vancouver inner city, 
cutaneous infection cluster 

Chorlton et al., 
2019 

Mayotte set 1 3 97 97 78 Mayotte 2008-
2009 

Single sample, 1 month 
apart 

This study 

Mayotte set 2 2 184 184 86 Mayotte 2009 Patient + contact, 15 days 
apart 

This study 

Carcassonne set 1 2 212 212 222 France 2011 Members of household, 14 
days apart 

This study 

Bron set 1 2 411 411 116 France 2016 Siblings, sampled on same 
day 

This study 
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